Introduction {#s0005}
============

Breast cancer is the most frequent neoplasia in women worldwide with an estimated 2.09 million new cases diagnosed in 2018 [@bb0005]. According to the American Cancer Society, it is estimated that 268,600 new cases of invasive breast cancer will be diagnosed among women in the United States in 2019, resulting in an estimated 41,760 deaths from breast cancer [@bb0010]. In Canada, it had been estimated that 26,300 new cases of breast cancer will be diagnosed among women in 2017 representing 26% of all new female cases [@bb0015]. Breast cancer is a complex and heterogeneous disease characterized by a wide range of clinical and pathological features, peculiar morphological characteristics, distinct molecular subtypes, and diverse responses to treatment [@bb0020].The different molecular subtypes of breast cancer, which were principally recognized by gene expression profiling, display characteristic gene expression patterns that translate into characteristic disease phenotypes and variable prognosis [@bb0025]. The immunohistochemical expression of four representative markers---ER, PR, HER2, and Ki-67---can, to a certain extent, be used to clinically approximate the molecular subtypes [@bb0030], [@bb0035], [@bb0040]. Using gene expression profiling, breast cancer was subgrouped into estrogen receptor--positive (ER+) luminal subtype and estrogen receptor--negative (ER−) which includes HER2-positive and triple-negative breast cancer [@bb0025]. Further studies revealed that the luminal subgroup can be stratified into two groups: luminal A and luminal B. These two types differ considerably at the molecular level as ER-related genes show the highest level of expression, while proliferation-related genes show the lowest level of expression in luminal A breast cancer, whereas luminal B shows the opposite pattern of gene expression [@bb0045].

The expression levels of cell-cycle regulated genes which control cell proliferation constitute the "proliferation signature" of tumor cells [@bb0050], a feature that has been detected in various types of malignancies [@bb0055], [@bb0060], [@bb0065], [@bb0070]. As the proliferative capacity of breast cancer exerts a strong influence on the clinical behavior, prognosis, and aggressiveness of the tumor, strict measurement of cell proliferation may guide the selection of the appropriate therapy [@bb0075]. Due to its utmost importance, proliferation constitutes the highest weight component in the Oncotype DX recurrence score [@bb0080]. Although measurement of tumor multigene expression proliferation signature in an automated and quantitative manner by DNA microarray or RNA-seq is an interesting option, it is not yet feasible in the daily clinical practice [@bb0050], [@bb0085]. There is a crucial need for an easy-to-use, histological-based proliferation assay for routine clinical assessment of breast cancer by the pathologist. Currently, proliferation is assessed in tissues by the mitotic index and by immunohistochemistry (IHC) of some proliferation-associated markers such as Ki-67 [@bb0075], [@bb0090].

Ki-67, encoded by *MKI67* gene, is one of the most important cell proliferation-related markers. It has been proposed as a proliferative marker with the hope to distinguish luminal A from luminal B breast cancer [@bb0040], [@bb0095]. However, Ki-67 estimation in breast cancer has not yet succeeded to enforce itself as a powerful proliferative biomarker due to its lack of reproducibility and the disagreement in establishing an appropriate cutoff (i.e., 10%, 13.25%, 14%, 15%, and 25%) [@bb0040], [@bb0100], [@bb0105], [@bb0110], [@bb0115], [@bb0120]. In the current situation, it is indisputable that the identification of a potent breast cancer proliferation marker would be extremely useful clinically. MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6, whose roles in DNA replication are currently strongly established [@bb0125], [@bb0130], [@bb0135], appear to be attractive alternatives to Ki-67.

MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 belong to the minichromosome maintenance (MCM) protein complex which consists of six highly conserved proteins (MCM2-7) collectively interacting to bring about initiation of DNA replication and DNA unwinding due to its replicative helicase activity [@bb0135]. MCM2-7 proteins are present in proliferating cells [@bb0125]. Cancers arising in different anatomic sites are also associated with MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 overexpression [@bb0140], [@bb0145], [@bb0150], [@bb0155].

The determination of hormone receptor status in breast tumors is of considerable importance for therapy selection [@bb0160]. ER+ tumors of the luminal subtype may benefit from endocrine therapy, whereas HER2+ tumors may be treated with antibody or small tyrosine kinase-inhibitor drugs. In contrast, the only systemic treatment modality for triple-negative breast cancer remains to be chemotherapy [@bb0100]. The development of resistance during breast cancer treatment [@bb0165] highlights the urgent need for surrogate markers that may allow overcoming these resistances.

The present study has four goals. First, we wanted to examine whether MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 can be used as markers to differentiate between luminal A and luminal B breast cancer subtypes. This is crucial since, in luminal A tumors, patients will receive endocrine therapy, while in luminal B tumors, all patients will receive both endocrine and cytotoxic therapy [@bb0100]. We hypothesize that MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 are implicated in breast cancer cell proliferation and can be used as markers to differentiate luminal A and luminal B subtypes.

Second, we wanted to study whether MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 are highly expressed in the triple-negative breast cancer, as there is an urgent need to search for surrogate markers in this aggressive subtype. We hypothesize that these proteins are highly expressed in the aggressive triple-negative breast cancer subtype. New inhibitors of the proliferation-related machinery may provide alternative anticancer agents to overcome treatment resistance. To achieve our first two aims, we first studied *MCM2, MCM4, MCM6,* and *MKI67* mRNA expression using *in silico* analysis on available DNA microarray and RNA sequencing data of human breast cancer tissues. We next used IHC staining to evaluate the protein expression of MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and Ki-67 on tissue microarrays (TMAs) constructed from a cohort of 249 breast cancer patients.

Third, we wanted to compare the prognostic values of MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and Ki-67 in predicting relapse-free survival. Therefore, we accessed public database to evaluate how *MCM2, MCM4, MCM6,* and *MKI67* mRNA expression affects the probability of relapse-free survival in breast cancer patients.

Our fourth aim was to compare the three approaches that were used in scoring of the protein expression of theses markers by IHC. The three scoring approaches used were percentage of positively stained nuclei, the IHC score, and computer-assisted automated scoring approach.

Here, we show that MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 are highly expressed at the mRNA level in luminal B, HER2-enriched, and basal-like but not luminal A breast cancer. We identified a cutoff point that can distinguish between two distinct subgroups of low and high expression of MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 in breast cancer. We also confirmed that MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 expression can be detected in normal breast tissues. We found that higher levels of expression of MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6, compared to Ki-67, are associated with different stages of progression of breast cancer. Increased protein expression of MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 is associated with luminal B, HER2-positive, and triple-negative breast cancer. Higher levels of protein expression of MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 are associated with breast cancers of high histological grades. Low transcript expression of MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and MKI67 is associated with increased probability of relapse-free survival. A positive relationship exists among the three approaches used in scoring of each of the four markers, and a positive relationship exists among the four markers using each of the three scoring approaches.

Materials and Methods {#s0010}
=====================

*In Silico* Analysis {#s0015}
--------------------

The web application bc-GenExMiner database [@bb0170] was used to study the differential expression of *MCM2, MCM4, MCM6,* and *MKI67* mRNA between different molecular subtypes of breast cancer using a microarray dataset comprising 5861 breast cancer patients. It was also used to examine the correlation of mRNA expression in breast cancer patients and within molecular subtypes and to study their expression among the different histological grades.

To validate results obtained from bc-GenExMiner database, a cohort from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) (RNAseq data of 754 breast cancer patients) using MiSTIC software tool [@bb0175] and The University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) Cancer Genomics Browser (gene expression array of 597 patients (AgilentG4502A_07_3 array)) [@bb0180] was also used.

To examine the association between *MCM2, MCM4, MCM6,* and *MKI67* expression and relapse-free survival, Kaplan-Meier Plotter, an online survival analysis tool, was used which includes microarray data of 3554 breast cancer patients.

Patients and Tissue Samples {#s0020}
---------------------------

The present study included a cohort of 249 female breast cancer patients comprising tumors of different histological grades. Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) samples containing tumor tissues were collected after surgery (lumpectomy or mastectomy). Tumor grades were confirmed using the Modified Scarff-Bloom-Richardson-Elston-Ellis grading system (SBR-EE) [@bb0185]. Normal and metastatic axillary lymph nodes were also included. Normal breast tissues (*n* = 21), from healthy women undergoing plastic surgery, were added to serve as internal controls. In addition, a number of extraneous tissues such as colon and thyroid were included in each TMA. All samples were obtained from Centre Hospitalier de l\'Université de Montréal after the approval of the research ethical committee (SL 05.019). No individual patient consent was required since all donor blocks remained anonymous.

Tissue Microarray {#s0025}
-----------------

Sections (4 μm) from each paraffin donor block were stained with hematoxylin phloxine saffron (HPS) stain and examined, and an area containing the lesion was identified. Core punches, 1 mm in diameter, were plucked from representative areas contained within each FFPE tumor blocks. Using a Manual Tissue Arrayer I (Beecher Instruments), each core was realigned in duplicate or triplicate into recipient blocks according to the intended design of the map. Blocks were next inverted and incubated overnight in the oven at 40°C over a glass slide. TMA blocks were allowed to cool until they could easily detach from the glass slide. Tissue sections from each TMA were prepared, and one slide from the block was stained with HPS to review the diagnosis and histological grades on all tissue samples. Additional representative sections from each block were submitted to IHC staining [@bb0190]. [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} shows the clinicopathological data of mammary gland and lymph node tissues used in the patient cohorts.Table 1Clinicopathological Data of Mammary Gland Tissues Used in the Patient CohortsTable 1VariablesNumber of Cores (%)\
528Mammary gland483 (100%)Normal breast tissue21 (4.4%)Benign breast tumors3 (0.6%)*In situ* carcinoma6 (1.2%)Invasive breast cancer423 (87.6%)Grades393 (100%)I55 (14.0%)II99 (25.2%)III239 (60.8%)Molecular subtypes393 (100%)Luminal A131 (33.3%)Luminal B66 (16.8%)Her2-positive65 (16.6%)Triple-negative131 (33.3%)Nonrepresentative cores30 (6.2%)Axillary lymph nodes26Other tissues (placenta, colon, thyroid, intestine)19

Immunohistochemistry {#s0030}
--------------------

IHC assays were performed on FFPE tissues obtained from each TMA. These assays were carried out according to the manufacturer recommendations on an automated immune-stainer (Discovery XT system, Ventana Medical Systems, Roche). IHC analysis was performed using the following antibodies: MCM2 \[mouse monoclonal; \#12079, dilution 1/100, TRIS EDTA pH 8 (sCC1), Cell Signaling\], MCM4 \[rabbit monoclonal, \# 12973, dilution 1/50, TRIS EDTA pH 8 (sCC1), Cell Signaling\], MCM6 \[rabbit monoclonal; (EPR17686) ab201683, dilution 1/500, TRIS EDTA pH 8 (sCC1), Abcam\], and Ki-67 \[rabbit monoclonal; CRM325A, dilution 1/100, TRIS EDTA pH 8 (sCC1), Biocare Medical\]. The chromogen used was 3,3′-diaminobenzidine. Specificities of anti-MCM2, anti-MCM4, and anti-MCM6 antibodies were confirmed using normal colonic mucosa and normal tonsil as positive controls, respectively, and normal cerebral cortex as negative control based on the expression data in the Human Protein Atlas database [@bb0195]. Isotype control antibodies were used to estimate the nonspecific binding of target primary antibodies due to Fc receptor binding or other protein-protein interaction. The isotype control antibodies used were mouse \[\#5415S (G3A1) IgG1 Isotype Control mAb, Cell Signaling\] and rabbit \[\#3900S (DA1E) IgG Isotype Control mAb, Cell Signaling\]. An isotype control antibody should have the same immunoglobulin type and be used at the same concentration as the test antibody ([Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). ER, PR, and HER2 status of the FFPE breast cancer tissues were retrieved from the pathology reports.Figure 1Optimization of anti-MCM2, anti-MCM4, and anti-MCM6 monoclonal antibodies used in IHC.Specificity of the anti-MCM2, anti-MCM4, and anti-MCM6 monoclonal antibodies is confirmed using normal colonic mucosa and normal tonsil, respectively, as positive control and normal cerebral cortex as negative control based on the expression data in the Human Protein Atlas database [@bb0185]. Isotype control antibodies are used to estimate the nonspecific binding of target primary antibodies due to Fc receptor binding or other protein--protein interaction. An isotype control antibody should have the same immunoglobulin type and be used at the same concentration as the test antibody.Figure 1

Digital Scanning of Stained Slides {#s0035}
----------------------------------

The stained slides were next subjected to digital slide scanning that converts glass slides into high-resolution digital data by high-speed scanning using the NanoZoomer Digital Pathology (NDP) 2.0-HT digital slide scanner (Hamamatsu, Japan).Using digital microscopy for scoring of scanned TMA images has advantages over the conventional light microscopic method. These include ease of handling and linking of cores to the predefined TMA "map" which ensures that each core/case is accurately identified and recorded. Moreover, the samples can be accessed and evaluated via any computer without the requirement for availability of a conventional light microscope [@bb0200].

Scoring of Stained Slides {#s0040}
-------------------------

The scoring systems used for each antibody are listed in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}. The expression of MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and Ki-67 in breast epithelium was studied. A representative core must contain at least 50 tumor cells per core to be included in the study. Any cores which contained inadequate number of tumor cells, folded sections, or nonrepresentation cores were not scored. Three different approaches of scoring were used: 1) a visual method using the digital scanned slides by calculating the percentage of positively stained nuclei (range 0%-100%); 2) immunohistochemical score (IHS): a visual method using the digital scanned slides by multiplying the percentage of positively stained cells by the intensity of staining (range 0-12); and 3) computer-assisted automated scoring method using Visiomorph Tissuemorph Digital Pathology (DP) software (range 0-1). Compared to visual scoring, automated MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and Ki-67 scorings were carried out resulting in a much more rapid readout. Visiomorph DP has the distinct advantage of leaving out stromal cells from the analysis, retaining only cancer cells in the region of interest (ROI). As for Tissuemorph, it allows accurate counting of the positive and negative nuclei in the ROI. Ki-67 was also used as a surrogate marker, in addition to ER, PR, and HER2, to subclassify breast cancers into different molecular subtypes as listed in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}.Table 2The Immunohistochemical Scoring System Used in Scoring of the Markers\' Protein ExpressionTable 2MarkerSubcellular LocalizationScoring SystemTotal ScoreCriteriaResultsMCM2Nuclei% of positively stained nuclei0%-100%% of positively stained tumor cells among the total number of malignant cells assessedMCM2 low = 0%-\<35%\
MCM2 high ≥35%-100%IHS0-12Combining an estimate of the percentage of immune-reactive cells (quantity score) with an estimate of staining intensity (staining intensity score), by multiplying both scores. Quantity score: 1 (no staining or \<10%); 2 (10%-50%); 3 (50%-70%); 4 (70%-100%). Staining intensity score: 0 = negative; 1 = weak; 2 = moderate; 3 = strong.IHS \>3 was considered as positive expression.Visiomorph Tissuemorph0-1Visiomorph retains only cancer cells in the ROI. Tissuemorph allows accurate counting of the positive and negative nuclei in the ROI.MCM4Nuclei% of positively stained nuclei0%-100%% of positively stained tumor cells among the total number of malignant cells assessedMCM4 low = 0%-\<40%\
MCM4 high ≥40%-100%IHS0-12Quantity score × staining intensity scoreIHS \>3 was considered as positive expression.Visiomorph Tissuemorph0-1Visiomorph retains only cancer cells in the ROI. Tissuemorph allows accurate counting of the positive and negative nuclei in the ROI.MCM6Nuclei% of positively stained nuclei0%-100%% of positively stained tumor cells among the total number of malignant cells assessedMCM6 low = 0%-\<55%\
MCM6 high ≥55%-100%IHS0-12Quantity score × staining intensity scoreIHS \>3 was considered as positive expression.Visiomorph Tissuemorph0-1Visiomorph retains only cancer cells in the ROI. Tissuemorph allows accurate counting of the positive and negative nuclei in the ROI.Ki-67Nuclei% of positively stained nuclei0%-100%% of positively stained tumor cells among the total number of malignant cells assessedKi-67 low = 0%-\<14%\
Ki-67 high ≥14%-100%IHS0-12Quantity score × staining intensity scoreIHS \>3 was considered as positive expression.Visiomorph Tissuemorph0-1Visiomorph retains only cancer cells in the ROI. Tissuemorph allows accurate counting of the positive and negative nuclei in the ROI.ER and PRNucleiAllred score0-8Sum of the proportion and average intensity scores of positive tumor cellsNegative = 0-2; positive = 3-8HER-2MembraneCAP-approved scoring system0, 1+, 2+, 3+0 = no immunostaining or membrane staining which is incomplete or barely perceptible within ≤10% of the invasive tumor cells. 1 + = incomplete membrane or barely perceptible staining within \>10% of invasive tumor cells 2 + = circumferential membrane staining that is incomplete and/or weak/moderate within \>10% of the invasive tumor cells or complete membranous staining that is intense within ≤10% of the invasive tumor cells. 3 + = circumferential membranous staining that is complete and intense in \>10% of tumor cells.0-1+ are negative; 2+ is equivocal; 3+ is positiveTable 3Surrogate Definitions of Intrinsic Subtypes of Breast Cancer (Derived from Goldhirsch et al., 2013 [@bb0100])Table 3Intrinsic SubtypeClinicopathologic Surrogate DefinitionLuminal A**'Luminal A-like'**\
ER positive\
PR positive\
HER2 negative\
Ki-67 'low'; \<14%Luminal B'**Luminal B-like (HER2 negative)'**\
ER positive\
PR 'negative or low'\
HER2 negative\
Ki-67 'high'; \>14%\
\
'**Luminal B-like (HER2 positive)'**\
\
ER positive\
Any PR\
HER2 overexpressed or amplified\
Any Ki-67Erb-B2 overexpression'**HER2 positive (nonluminal)'**\
HER2 overexpressed or amplified\
ER and PR absent'Basal like''**Triple negative (ductal)'**\
ER and PR absent\
HER2 negative

Statistical Analyses {#s0045}
--------------------

The statistical analysis was carried out using XLSTAT (<http://www.xlstat.com/en/>). The receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curve was used to detect the optimal cutoff point, which simultaneously reached maximum sensitivity and specificity values for each of MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6. Using each of these cutoff points, continuous variables could then be treated as dichotomous variables (low and high MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 expression) [@bb0205]. Distribution of MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and Ki-67 in breast cancer subtypes and grades is displayed using histograms. Mann-Whitney test was used to compare the scores among the different molecular subtypes. Kandall rank correlation was used to examine the correlation between the three approaches used during scoring of the protein expression of each of the four markers. Intraclass correlation coefficient was used to examine the correlation between the four markers on comparing each of the three scoring approaches. *P* value \<.05 was considered significant.

Results {#s0050}
=======

MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 mRNA expression {#s0055}
------------------------------------

The web application bc-GenExMiner v3.2 was used to compare the mRNA levels within breast cancer molecular subtypes on a dataset comprising 5861 breast cancer patients [@bb0170]. Luminal B, HER2-enriched, and basal-like breast cancers show higher expression of *MCM2, MCM4, MCM6,* and *MKI67* mRNA levels in comparison with luminal A (*P* \< .0001) ([Figure 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, there is no overlap between individual boxes in the boxplot when luminal A breast cancers were compared to luminal B breast cancers ([Figure 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}*A*). The percentage of patients with low, intermediate, and high levels of *MCM2, MCM4, MCM6,* and *MKI67* expression in each molecular subtype of breast cancer is depicted in [Figure 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}*C*. In this microarray data set, 72% of basal-like (total no. = 580), 71% of luminal B (total no. = 80), and 42% of HER2-enriched (total no. = 124) breast cancer patients show high level of *MCM2* mRNA expression. In contrast, only 2% of luminal A (total no. = 324) breast cancers show high level of *MCM2* mRNA expression. Similar figures were observed in the different molecular subtypes of breast cancer using *MCM4, MCM6,* and *MKI67* mRNA expression data ([Figure 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}*C*). By looking at the percentages of high expressers in the luminal A group, we would conclude that *MCM2* and *MCM6* are slightly superior to *MCM4* (2%, 2%, vs. 7%, respectively) ([Figure 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}*C*), although it may not be significant at the biological level. The heat map produced from the UCSC Cancer Genomic Browser shows similar results as to the expression of *MCM2, MCM4, MCM6,* and *MKI67* among the different molecular subtypes ([Figure 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). This shows that the pattern of gene expression of these four genes is similar among the different breast cancer molecular subtypes.Figure 2*In silico* analysis of *MCM2, MCM4, MCM6,* and *MKI67* mRNA expression as represented by bc-GenExMiner database v3.2(A and B) Basal-like, HER2-enriched, and luminal B breast cancers show higher expression of *MCM2, MCM4, MCM6,* and *MKI67* mRNA levels in comparison with luminal A (*P* \< .0001), as shown in the boxplots and the heat maps. Notably, there is no overlap between individual boxes in the boxplot when luminal A breast cancers were compared to luminal B breast cancers. (C) Gene expression values were used to define three equal groups (low, intermediate, and high expression) to examine their distribution in the different breast cancer molecular subtypes. The percentage of patients with low, intermediate, and high levels of *MCM2, MCM4, MCM6* and *MKI67* expression in each molecular subtype of breast cancer is depicted in the tables.Figure 2Figure 3*In silico* analysis of *MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, MKI67, ESR1,* and *PGR* mRNA expression in PAM50 molecular subtypes of 597 breast cancers obtained from UCSC Cancer Genomics Browser.The heat map produced from the UCSC Cancer Genomic Browser displays the expression of different genes using distinct sets of colors, with red representing data values \>0, blue values \<0, and white values = 0. Luminal B, HER2-enriched, and basal-like breast cancers show higher expression of *MCM2, MCM4, MCM6,* and *MKI67* mRNA levels in comparison with luminal A. *ESR1* mRNA levels are higher in luminal A and luminal B compared to HER2-enriched and basal-like breast cancers. *PGR* mRNA levels are higher in luminal A compared to luminal B, while levels are low in HER2-enriched and basal-like breast cancers.Figure 3

*MCM2, MCM4,* and *MCM6* were next correlated with *MKI67* and *ESR1* in breast cancers based on RNA-sequencing data derived from TCGA using MiSTIC, a software tool developed at the Institute for Research in Immunology and Cancer. A strong positive correlation could be detected between each of *MCM2, MCM4,* and *MCM6* and *MKI67* (*r* = 0.73, 0.66, and 0.73, respectively), whereas a negative correlation was observed between ESR1 and each of *MCM2, MCM4, MCM6,* and *MKI67*(*r* = −0.33, −0.34, −0.44, and −0.38, respectively) ([Figure 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}*A*).These results show that the *MCM* transcript expression is positively correlated with that of *MKI67* and negatively correlated with *ESR1*. This is consistent with previous findings where ER status was inversely correlated with Ki-67 expression, indicating that tumors having the highest rates of ER positivity show the lowest proliferative activity [@bb0115].To validate these correlation results, we further used bc-GenExMiner database to perform targeted correlation analysis of *MCM2*, *MCM4, MCM6,* and MKI67 in all breast cancer patients and within molecular subtypes. The results were consistent with those produced from MiSTIC, as highest correlation was between MCM2 and MCM6, followed by MCM2 and MCM4, and finally MCM4 and MCM6 in all patients. These correlation values were different within each molecular subtype as shown in [Figure 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}*B*.Figure 4Correlation analysis of *MCM2*, *MCM4, MCM6,* and *MKI67* in breast cancer patients.(A) Correlation diagrams using MiSTIC visualization tool to correlate *MCM2, MCM4*, and *MCM6* with *MKI67* and *ESR1* in breast cancers based on RNA-sequencing data derived from TCGA. A strong positive correlation could be detected between each of *MCM2, MCM4,* and *MCM6* and *MKI67* (*r* = 0.73, 0.66, and 0.73, respectively), whereas a negative correlation was observed between ESR1 and each of *MCM2, MCM4, MCM6,* and *MKI67*(*r* = −0.33, −0.34, −0.44, and −0.38, respectively). (B) Targeted correlation analysis of *MCM2*, *MCM4, MCM6,* and MKI67 in all breast cancer patients and within molecular subtypes as represented by bc-GenExMiner database v4.0. The correlation values were different within each molecular subtype.Figure 4

MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 cutoff points {#s0060}
----------------------------------

A separate ROC curve was used to set the optimal cutoff point based on the percentage of positively stained nuclei data set for each marker: MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6. When the accuracy and the sum of sensitivity and specificity were taken into account, the optimal cutoff point corresponded to a value of 35% for MCM2, 37.5% for MCM4, and 55% for MCM6. Using these cutoff values, the sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy observed are shown in [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}. For MCM4, we used 40% rather than 37.5% as it would be easier in practice. In other words, tumors with scores ranging from 0% to \<40% could be considered to have low MCM4 expression, while those with scores equal to and exceeding 40% were considered to have high MCM4 expression. The same applies for MCM2 and MCM6 with their respective cutoff values. As for Ki-67, we maintained the approved 14% threshold used in literature [@bb0040].Table 4Cutoff Values of the Three Markers and Their Associated Sensitivity, Specificity, Accuracy, and Area Under the CurveTable 4MarkerCutoff ValueSensitivitySpecificityAccuracyArea Under the CurveMCM235%0.630.910.860.800MCM437.5%0.830.800.810.842MCM655%0.850.800.810.865

Distinct patterns of MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 expression in normal breast tissues {#s0065}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 nuclear labeling in only a few scattered luminal cells lining the terminal duct lobular units was noticed in 57%, 57%, and 48% of normal breast tissue samples respectively ([Figure 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}*B*). This pattern of expression was also found in 100% of normal breast tissues using Ki67 ([Figure 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}*B*). However, a proportion of normal breast tissues demonstrated a strong MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 nuclear labeling in most if not all of the luminal cells lining the normal breast ducts ([Figure 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}*C*). Of note, there was no MCM or Ki67 labeling either in the myoepithelial cell layer or in the surrounding stromal cells. Also, we never observed cytoplasmic or membranous staining in any of the labeled cells. MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 were expressed at higher levels in normal breast tissue compared to Ki-67.Figure 5Patterns of MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and Ki-67 expression in normal breast tissue.(A) A tissue core showing normal breast tissue and stained with HPS. (B) MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 nuclear labeling in only a few scattered luminal cells lining the terminal duct lobular units was noticed in 57%, 57%, and 48% of normal breast tissue samples, respectively. This pattern of expression was also found in 100% of normal breast tissues using Ki67. (C) A proportion of normal breast tissues demonstrated a strong MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 nuclear labeling in most if not all of the luminal cells lining the normal breast ducts (43%, 43%, and 52% of normal breast tissue samples, respectively).Figure 5

MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 expression in the different stages of progression of breast cancer {#s0070}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The expression of MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and Ki-67 was then examined in the different stages of progression of breast cancer (i.e., breast carcinoma *in situ*, invasive breast carcinoma, and axillary lymph node metastasis). It is noticeable that MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 were always expressed at higher levels in breast carcinoma *in situ*, invasive breast carcinoma, and axillary lymph node metastasis compared to Ki-67 ([Figure 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}). One explanation to this observation might be that Ki67 is expressed from late G1 to M phase, while MCMs are expressed in all phases of the cell cycle. As a result, the fraction of cells at early G1 phase of the cell cycle is missed.Figure 6MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 expression in the different stages of progression of breast cancer.Three representative cores showing three different stages of breast cancer (i.e., breast carcinoma *in situ*, invasive breast carcinoma, and lymph node metastasis) stained with HPS. Levels of MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 expression exceed that of Ki-67 in the different stages of progression of breast cancer (the same tissue cores were stained with the four antibodies in consecutive sections prepared from the tissue microarray).Figure 6

MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 expression in the different histological grades of breast cancers {#s0075}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next wanted to study whether the expression of MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and Ki-67 differs in breast cancers of various histological grades. Based on the previously defined cutoff values (35%, 40%, 55%, and 14%) for MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and Ki-67, respectively, our results demonstrated that 98.2%, 91%, 87%, and 98.1% of grade I breast cancers expressed low levels of MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and Ki-67, respectively. On the other hand, high levels of MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 were detected in 20%, 34%, and 39% of grade II, respectively, and 58%, 70%, and 77% of grade III, respectively ([Figure 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}*B*). We also found higher levels of expression of Ki-67 in grade II and grade III breast cancers in comparison to grade I tumors. This shows that expression of MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and Ki-67 correlates closely with histological grade. As far as the cellular localization is concerned, MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and Ki-67 reactivity was restricted to the nuclei of cancer cells. None of the four markers was detected in the adjacent stromal cells. Again, levels of MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 expression in breast cancers exceeded that of Ki-67 ([Figure 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}*A*). Furthermore, we performed an *in silico* analysis of *MCM2, MCM4, MCM6,* and *MKI67* mRNA expression in the three SBR grades using bc-GenExMiner database v4.0. As shown in [Figure 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}*C*, the mRNA expression of these four genes increased in high SBR grades, and the difference is statistically significant, (*P* \< .0001).Figure 7Overexpression of MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 is associated with high histological grade of breast cancer.(A) Protein overexpression of MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and Ki-67 is associated with high histological grade of breast cancer. Levels of MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 expression exceed that of Ki-67 in different grades of breast cancer (the same tissue cores were stained with the four antibodies in consecutive sections prepared from the tissue microarray). The whole tissue cores are shown, and a magnified area is shown inside the red square (magnification 30×). (B) Histograms displaying the percentage of patients with low and high MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and Ki-67 expression in breast cancer of different histological grades (cutoff values are 35%, 40%, 55%, and 14% for MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and Ki-67, respectively). Most of grade I breast cancer patients expressed low levels of MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and Ki-67. In contrast, high levels of MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and Ki-67 expression were detected in the majority of grade III patients. (C) *In silico* analysis of *MCM2, MCM4, MCM6,* and *MKI67* mRNA expression in the three SBR grades, as represented by bc-GenExMiner database v4.0.Figure 7

MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 expression in different molecular subtypes of breast cancer {#s0080}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To validate the results of the *in silico* analysis in breast tumors, we studied the expression of MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and Ki-67 at the protein level in breast cancers of different molecular subtypes and assessed their respective cellular and subcellular localization. Molecular subtypes were defined using the following four surrogate markers: ER, PR, HER2, and Ki-67 as shown in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}. Low levels of MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 were detected in 91.7%, 78.3%, and 78% of luminal A breast cancers, respectively ([Figure 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}*A*). In contrast, high levels of MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 expression were detected in luminal B, HER2-positive, and triple-negative breast cancers. For each of MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6, all molecular subtypes display significant differences (*P* \< .0001) when compared to luminal A breast cancers ([Figure 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}*B*). Similarly, significant differences (*P* \< .0001) could be detected between Ki-67 expression in luminal B, HER2-positive, and triple negative breast cancers when compared to luminal A subtype ([Figure 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}*B*). As mentioned earlier, levels of MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 expression are constantly higher than those of Ki-67 for each molecular subtype.Figure 8Increased expression of MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 is associated with luminal B, HER2-positive, and triple-negative breast cancer.(A) Elevated levels of protein expression of MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and Ki-67 were detected in luminal B, HER2-positive, and triple-negative breast cancer. Levels of MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 protein expression exceed that of Ki-67 in the different molecular subtypes of breast cancer (the same tissue cores were stained with the four antibodies in consecutive sections prepared from the tissue microarray). The whole tissue cores are shown, and a magnified area is shown inside the red square (magnification 30×). Histograms displaying the percentage of patients with low and high MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and Ki-67 expression in breast cancer of different molecular subtypes (cutoff values are 35%, 40%, 55%, and 14% for MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and Ki-67, respectively). Most of luminal A breast cancer patients expressed low levels of MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and Ki-67. In contrast, high levels of MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and Ki-67 expression were detected in the majority of Her2-positive and triple-negative subtypes. (B) Significant differences (*P* \< .0001) were detected between these three subtypes and luminal A breast cancer.Figure 8

Prognostic value of MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and MKI67 {#s0085}
-----------------------------------------------

We next wanted to sort out the association between *MCM2, MCM4, MCM6,* and *MKI67* expression and relapse-free survival using Kaplan-Meier Plotter, an online survival analysis tool which includes microarray data of 3554 breast cancer patients (2014 version) [@bb0210]. At first, we assessed this association among all breast cancer patients (*n* = 3554 patients) without stratification. Low expression of each of *MCM2, MCM4, MCM6,* and *MKI67* is associated with increased probability of relapse-free survival (*P* \< .001) ([Figure 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}).Therefore, MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and MKI67 have a prognostic value.Figure 9Low expression of MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and MKI67 is associated with increased probability of relapse-free survival \[using the online survival analysis tool Kaplan-Meier Plotter (Gyorffy et al., 2010)\].The association between MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and MKI67 expression and relapse-free survival of breast cancer patients was studied using the online survival analysis tool Kaplan-Meier Plotter. MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and MKI67 mRNA expression was stratified into high or low expression using the median mRNA expression level as the cutoff point. Kaplan-Meier survival curve for MCM expression and the *P* value for log-rank test are shown alongside for each of the studied transcript expression (*P* \< .0001).Figure 9

We also investigated this association based on breast cancer histological grade. We found that in grade I breast cancer, low expression of each of MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and MKI67 was associated with increased probability of relapse-free survival (*P* = .0095, .055, .00088, and .0065, respectively) ([Figure 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"}). In grade II breast cancer, this association was still observed for MCM2, MCM6, and MKI67 (*P* = .0006, \<.001, and \<.001, respectively) but not for MCM4 (*P* = .46). In grade III breast cancer, none of the four markers\' expression maintained this association ([Figure 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, low levels of *MCM2, MCM4, MCM6,* and *MKI67*expression are associated with relapse-free survival in low histological grades. This also shows that MCM2, MCM6, and MKI67exceed MCM4 in terms of relapse-free survival in grade II tumors.Figure 10Low expression of MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and MKI67 is associated with increased probability of relapse-free survival in grade I breast cancer using the online survival analysis tool Kaplan-Meier Plotter (Gyorffy et al., 2010).The association between MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and MKI67 expression and relapse-free survival of breast cancer patients, when they were stratified according to the histological grade, was studied using the online survival analysis tool Kaplan-Meier Plotter. MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and MKI67 mRNA expression was stratified into high or low expression using the median mRNA expression level as the cutoff point. In grade I breast cancer, low expression of each of MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and MKI67 was associated with increased probability of relapse-free survival (*P* = .0095, .055, .00088, and .0065, respectively). In grade II breast cancer, this association was still observed for MCM2, MCM6, and MKI67 (*P* = .0006, \<.001, and \<.001, respectively) but not for MCM4 (*P* = .46). In grade III breast cancer, none of the four markers\' expression maintained this association.Figure 10

We then wanted to study the association of the expression of the four markers with the probability of relapse-free survival when breast cancer patients were sub-stratified according to the molecular subtype. Low expression of each of *MCM2, MCM4, MCM6,* and *MKI67* was associated with increased probability of relapse-free survival in luminal A breast cancer (*P* = \<.001). *MCM6* and *MCM2*expression shows a significant association in luminal B breast cancer (*P* = .036 and .019, respectively), while *MCM4* and *MKI67*expression does not (*P* = .12 and .095, respectively). None of the four markers show this association in HER2-positive and basal-like breast cancer ([Figure 11](#f0055){ref-type="fig"}). This shows that low expression of *MCM2, MCM4, MCM6,* and *MKI67*is associated with relapse-free survival in less aggressive luminal A breast cancer subtype. This also shows that MCM6 and MCM2 are superior to MCM4 and MKI67 as their expression is associated with relapse-free survival in the more aggressive luminal B breast cancer subtype.Figure 11Low expression of MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and MKI67 is associated with increased probability of relapse-free survival in luminal A breast cancer molecular subtype. Kaplan-Meier Plotter (Gyorffyet al, 2010).The association between MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and MKI67 expression and relapse-free survival of breast cancer patients, when they were stratified according to the molecular subtype, was studied using the online survival analysis tool Kaplan-Meier Plotter. MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and MKI67 mRNA expression was stratified into high or low expression using the median mRNA expression level as the cutoff point. Low expression of each of *MCM2, MCM4, MCM6,* and *MKI67* was associated with increased probability of relapse-free survival in luminal A breast cancer (*P* \<.001). *MCM6* and *MCM2*expression shows a significant association in luminal B breast cancer (*P* = .036 and .019, respectively), while *MCM4* and *MKI67*expression does not (*P* = .12 and .095, respectively). None of the four markers show this association in HER2-positive and basal-like breast cancer.Figure 11

Positive relationship among the three scoring approaches of each of the four markers {#s0090}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As each of the three scoring methods used has strengths and weaknesses, we wanted to examine whether they could reliably assess the protein expression of these markers in breast cancer and could be used interchangeably. We wanted to examine if there is a relationship among the three approaches we used during scoring the protein expression of the four studied markers by IHC, specifically because each approach has a different range. Using Kandall rank correlation, we observed a positive relationship between the MCM2 protein expression score detected by the percentage of positively stained nuclei approach with that detected by the immunohistochemical score (IHS) approach and also with that detected by the Visiomorph Tissuemorph DP software approach. The same applies to MCM4, MCM6, and Ki-67 ([Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"}). This shows that each of these three approaches can be reliably used to assess the protein expression of these markers in breast cancer patients in the lab.Table 5Correlation between the Three Scoring Approaches Used during Scoring of the Protein Expression of Each of the Four Markers Using Kandall Rank CorrelationTable 5**MCM2 IHSMCM2%MCM2%**0.777 (\<.0001)**MCM2 Vis.Tis.S.**0.702 (\<.0001)0.714 (\<.0001)**MCM4 IHSMCM4%MCM4%**0.778 (\<.0001)**MCM4 Vis.Tis.S.**0.689 (\<.0001)0.745 (\<.0001)**MCM6 IHSMCM6%MCM6%**0.801 (\<.0001)**MCM6 Vis.Tis.S.**0.722 (\<.0001)0.777 (\<.0001)**Ki-67 IHSKi-67%Ki-67%**0.708 (\<.0001)**Ki-67 Vis.Tis.S.**0.609 (\<.0001)0.650 (\<.0001)[^4]

Positive relationship among the three scoring methods of each of the four markers within each molecular subtype and within each grade {#s0095}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next, we wanted to examine if this positive relationship among the three scoring approches used during scoring of the protein expression of each of the four markers would still exist within each molecular subtype and also within each tumor grade. Using Kandall rank correlation, this positive relationship did exist within each molecular subtype and also within each tumor grade ([Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"}, [Table 7](#t0035){ref-type="table"}). This adds to the strength of the relationship among these three approaches and shows that this positive relatioship was not specific to a molecular subtype or a histological grade.Table 6Correlation between the Three Scoring Approaches Used during Scoring of the Protein Expression of Each of the Four Markers in Each Molecular Subtype Using Kandall Rank CorrelationTable 6Luminal ALuminal BMCM2 IHSMCM2%MCM2 IHSMCM2%MCM2%0.709 (\<.0001)MCM2%0.791 (\<.0001)MCM2 Vis.Tis.S.0.561 (\<.0001)0.587 (\<.0001)MCM2 Vis.Tis.S.0.702 (\<.0001)0.734 (\<.0001)**MCM4 IHSMCM4%MCM4 IHSMCM4%**MCM4%0.702 (\<.0001)MCM4%0.860 (\<.0001)MCM4 Vis.Tis.S.0.540 (\<.0001)0.697 (\<.0001)MCM4 Vis.Tis.S.0.652 (\<.0001)0.667 (\<.0001)**MCM6 IHSMCM6%MCM6 IHSMCM6%**MCM6%0.763 (\<.0001)MCM6%0.824 (\<.0001)MCM6 Vis.Tis.S.0.622 (\<.0001)0.737 (\<.0001)MCM6 Vis.Tis.S.0.768 (\<.0001)0.756 (\<.0001)**Ki-67 IHSKi-67%Ki-67 IHSKi-67%**Ki-67%0.526 (\<.0001)Ki-67%0.692 (\<.0001)Ki-67 Vis.Tis.S.0.497 (\<.0001)0.491 (\<.0001)Ki-67 Vis.Tis.S.0.571 (\<.0001)0.623 (\<.0001)**HER2-positiveTriple-negativeMCM2 IHSMCM2%MCM2 IHSMCM2%**MCM2%0.818 (\<.0001)MCM2%0.757 (\<.0001)MCM2 Vis.Tis.S.0.784 (\<.0001)0.700 (\<.0001)MCM2 Vis.Tis.S.0.730 (\<.0001)0.749 (\<.0001)**MCM4 IHSMCM4%MCM4 IHSMCM4%**MCM4%0.788 (\<.0001)MCM4%0.789 (\<.0001)MCM4 Vis.Tis.S.0.783 (\<.0001)0.745 (\<.0001)MCM4 Vis.Tis.S.0.748 (\<.0001)0.757 (\<.0001)**MCM6 IHSMCM6%MCM6 IHSMCM6%**MCM6%0.685 (\<.0001)MCM6%0.761 (\<.0001)MCM6 Vis.Tis.S.0.617 (\<.0001)0.682 (\<.0001)MCM6 Vis.Tis.S.0.682 (\<.0001)0.707 (\<.0001)**Ki-67 IHSKi-67%Ki-67 IHSKi-67%**Ki-67%0.611 (\<.0001)Ki-67%0.721 (\<.0001)Ki-67 Vis.Tis.S.0.512 (\<.0001)0.538 (\<.0001)Ki-67 Vis.Tis.S.0.612 (\<.0001)0.680 (\<.0001)[^5]Table 7Correlation between the Three Scoring Approaches Used during Scoring of the Protein Expression of Each of the Four Markers in Each Tumor Grade Using Kandall Rank CorrelationTable 7**Grade IGrade IIGrade III**MCM2 IHSMCM2%MCM2 IHSMCM2%MCM2 IHSMCM2%MCM2%0.553 (\<.0001)MCM2%0.738 (\<.0001)MCM2%0.795 (\<.0001)MCM2 Vis.Tis.S.0.577 (\<.0001)0.483 (\<.0001)MCM2 Vis.Tis.S.0.538 (\<.0001)0.600 (\<.0001)MCM2 Vis.Tis.S.0.763 (\<.0001)0.734 (\<.0001)**MCM4 IHSMCM4%MCM4 IHSMCM4%MCM4 IHSMCM4%**MCM4%0.565 (\<.0001)MCM4%0.742 (\<.0001)MCM4%0.790 (\<.0001)MCM4 Vis.Tis.S.0.374 (0.0002)0.633 (\<.0001)MCM4 Vis.Tis.S.0.619 (\<.0001)0.673 (\<.0001)MCM4 Vis.Tis.S.0.721 (\<.0001)0.724 (\<.0001)**MCM6 IHSMCM6%MCM6 IHSMCM6%MCM6 IHSMCM6%**MCM6%0.693 (\<.0001)MCM6%0.768 (\<.0001)MCM6%0.736 (\<.0001)MCM6 Vis.Tis.S.0.506 (\<.0001)0.686 (\<.0001)MCM6 Vis.Tis.S.0.667 (\<.0001)0.778 (\<.0001)MCM6 Vis.Tis.S.0.692 (\<.0001)0.687 (\<.0001)**Ki-67 IHSKi-67%Ki-67 IHSKi-67%Ki-67 IHSKi-67%**Ki-67%0.498 (\<.0001)Ki-67%0.503 (\<.0001)Ki-67%0.669 (\<.0001)Ki-67 Vis.Tis.S.0.448 (\<.0001)0.299 (.008)Ki-67 Vis.Tis.S.0.471 (\<.0001)0.557 (\<.0001)Ki-67 Vis.Tis.S.0.560 (\<.0001)0.593 (\<.0001)[^6]

Positive relationship among the four markers using each of the three scoring methods {#s0100}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Then, we wanted to study the relationship between the protein expressions of each two of the four markers using the same scoring approach. We thus used intraclass correlation coefficient to examine the protein expression of markers using a scoring approach of the same scale. Using IHS, MCM6 shows *almost perfect* agreement with MCM4 and *strong* agreement with Ki-67. MCM2 shows *moderate* agreement with both MCM6 and MCM4. Ki-67 shows *moderate* to *strong* agreement with MCM4 and *fair* agreement with MCM2 ([Table 8](#t0040){ref-type="table"}, *A*). Using the percentage scoring method, the protein expression of each of the four markers showed a *strong* to *almost perfect* agreement with those of the other three markers ([Table 8](#t0040){ref-type="table"}, *B*). Using Visiomorph Tissuemorph scoring approach, the protein expression of each of the four markers showed a *strong* to *almost perfect* agreement with those of the other three markers ([Table 8](#t0040){ref-type="table"}, *C*). This shows that the protein expression of each two markers showed agreement on using the same scoring approach and that this agreement is superior in both the percentage scoring method and Visiomorph Tissuemorph scoring method compared to the IHS.Table 8Correlation between the Four Markers on Comparing Each of the Three Scoring Schemes Using Intraclass Correlation CoefficientTable 8A. Immunohistochemical Scoring (IHS)MCM4 IHSMCM2 IHSKi-67 IHSMCM6 IHS0.828 \[0.792-0.858\] (\<.0001)0.530 \[0.434-0.611\] (\<.0001)0.73 \[0.674-0.777\] (\<.0001)MCM4 IHS0.514 \[0.413-0.597\] (\<.0001)0.664 \[0.594-0.723\] (\<.0001)MCM2 IHS0.386 \[0.259-0.492\] (\<.0001)B. Percentage Scoring (%)MCM4%MCM2%Ki-67%MCM6%0.911 \[0.892-0.926\] (\<.0001)0.861 \[0.833-0.885\] (\<.0001)0.787 \[0.742-0.823\] (\<.0001)MCM4%0.864 \[0.836-0.888\] (\<.0001)0.781 \[0.735-0.819\] (\<.0001)MCM2%0.828 \[0.793-0.858\] (\<.0001)C. Visiomorph Tissuemorph Scoring (Vis. Tis. S.)MCM4 Vis.Tis.SMCM2 Vis.Tis.SKi-67 Vis.Tis.SMCM6 Vis.Tis.S0.913 \[0.895-0.928\] (\<.0001)0.850 \[0.819-0.875\] (\<.0001)0.741 \[0.688-0.786\] (\<.0001)MCM4 Vis.Tis.S0.846 \[0.815-0.873\] (\<.0001)0.769 \[0.720-0.809\] (\<.0001)MCM2 Vis.Tis.S0.715 \[0.656-0.764\] (\<.0001)[^7][^8][^9][^10][^11][^12][^13]

Discussion {#s0105}
==========

In the present study, we sought to examine whether MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 can be used as alternative markers to Ki-67 in differentiating between luminal A and luminal B breast cancer subtypes. We have compared the expression levels of MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and Ki-67 as a means to assess cellular proliferation in a large cohort of patients diagnosed with breast cancer of different molecular subtypes and different grades. We also compared the prognostic value of these four markers in predicting the relapse-free survival using Kaplan-Meier Plotter, an online survival analysis tool which includes microarray data of 3554 breast cancer patients [@bb0210]. Finally, we compared the three scoring approaches used during scoring of the protein expression of these four markers.

Our findings confirmed that two distinct subgroups among luminal breast cancer (ER+) could be detected using an MCM2 labeling index of 35%, an MCM4 labeling index of 40%, and an MCM6 labeling index of 55%. MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and Ki-67 are highly expressed in higher histological grade tumors especially in the clinically aggressive breast cancers such as luminal B, HER2-positive, and triple-negative subtype tumors. To our knowledge, this is the first study which examines the MCM6 protein expression by IHC in breast cancer.

Using TMAs comprising normal human breast tissue and breast cancers of different molecular subtypes and histological grades, we found higher levels of MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 protein expression when compared to Ki-67 in normal breast tissue and in breast cancer. This is in accordance with previous observations by others reporting higher protein expression of MCM2 when compared to Ki-67 using IHC in normal breast tissue and breast carcinoma [@bb0215], [@bb0220], [@bb0225]. We speculate that this indicates that MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 labeling is able to detect subgroups of proliferating mammary epithelial cells that cannot be detected by Ki-67 alone. This is in agreement with the results of a previous study [@bb0230] that confirmed the complete absence of Ki-67 in the initial G1 phase of the cell cycle. Alternatively, we cannot exclude the possibility that Ki-67 is present but remains undetected. This might be due to preanalytical condition such as fixation or because of altered biological properties of Ki-67 such as stable interactions with other proteins or conformational changes [@bb0235].

The dual pattern of MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 expression in normal breast tissue (*n* = 21) is interesting. Whereas a proportion of normal breast tissue displays MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 nuclear labeling in only a few scattered cells lining the terminal duct units, a significant proportion of normal tissue shows MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 expression in the vast majority of normal breast luminal cells. The biological significance of these two subpopulations with distinct patterns of MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 expression is currently unknown and needs further clarification. It has been hypothesized that these cells reside in a "licensed for DNA replication" state and thus have proliferative potential but not synthesizing DNA [@bb0125]. Another proposed hypothesis is that the hormonal stimulation might influence the MCM complex chromatin binding. For instance, progesterone-stimulated proliferation of normal human breast cells may occur through targeting the DNA replication licensing machinery [@bb0240]. At this point, one can only hypothesize that the highly proliferative group reflects the state of hormonal stimulation in a given patient at the time of surgery. Whether or not it results in a higher susceptibility to neoplastic transformation is an unresolved question [@bb0245]. Obviously, further elaborate investigations are required with larger cohorts of normal breast tissues and their follow-up data to clarify this issue.

In agreement with our findings, it has been noticed that antibodies against the MCM complex proteins consistently label a higher proportion of tumor cells in comparison to Ki-67 in different types of malignancies. MCM2 showed expression in a greater proportion of tumor cells than Ki-67 in breast cancer [@bb0200], [@bb0225]. MCM6 index (61%) was significantly higher than Ki-67 (19.8%) in mantle cell lymphoma [@bb0250], as well as in meningioma (42% vs. 10%, respectively) [@bb0255]. It has been hypothesized that this reflects the existence of two cell populations within the neoplastic dynamic cell populations: actively proliferating cells and cells with proliferative potential [@bb0125].

Histological grade is an important prognostic marker that takes into account the mitotic rate [@bb0200].Our results indicate that MCM2, MCM4, MCM6, and Ki-67 are highly expressed in breast cancer of higher histological grades. This is consistent with the findings of previous studies [@bb0155], [@bb0200], [@bb0260], [@bb0265] where a significant correlation between the proliferative markers MCM2, MCM4, and Ki-67 and breast cancer grades was reported. Kwok et al. [@bb0155] also reported, using *in silico* analysis of four breast cancer datasets (*n* = 777 patients), that grade III breast cancer tumors had a significantly higher level of MCM4 transcript expression when compared to grade I or grade II breast cancer. Our study is the first to examine the protein expression of MCM6 and breast cancer histological grades. In agreement with our findings, MCM6 labeling index was significantly higher in grade II than in grade I meningioma [@bb0255].

Our results coming from both *in silico* analyses and IHC also support the belief that MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6, similar to Ki-67 [@bb0270], are highly expressed at both the mRNA and protein levels in subgroups of luminal B, HER2-positive, and triple-negative subtypes of breast cancer when compared to luminal A breast cancer. To our knowledge, with the exception of a recent study [@bb0225], there has been no previous report in the literature that specifically correlated MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 expression with individual breast cancer molecular subtypes. Our findings are in agreement with recent studies that reported that, compared to ER+ tumors, ER− tumors show high MCM2, MCM4, and Ki-67 protein expression in breast cancer [@bb0155], [@bb0200].

Results of *in silico* analysis of microarray data have shown that *MCM2, MCM4, MCM6,* and *MKI67* mRNA expression is associated with relapse-free survival. This is in agreement with previous studies reporting that MCM2 and Ki-67 were prognostic markers associated with breast cancer specific survival [@bb0200] and with disease-free survival and overall survival in breast cancer [@bb0215]. Kwok et al. [@bb0155] have reported that high levels of MCM4 mRNA expression were strongly associated with a shorter survival time. When breast cancer patients were substratified according to the molecular subtypes, our findings show that the association between MCM4 expression and survival was observed in the ER+ luminal A molecular subtype but not in luminal B, HER2+, or triple-negative subtypes. This is partially in agreement with previous reports [@bb0155], [@bb0200] that the association between MCM2 and MCM4 and survival was strongly observed in patients whose breast tumors were ER positive.

As for the prognostic value of MCM6, and in agreement with our findings, high MCM6 mRNA expression was significantly associated with shorter breast cancer patient survival [@bb0155]. MCM6 protein expression showed increased labeling in bad prognosis histological subtypes of non--small cell lung cancer, and MCM6 proliferation index correlated with a poor overall survival [@bb0275]. MCM6 labeling index more than 70% would translate to an 80% recurrence rate in meningioma [@bb0255].

Although the MCM is a heterohexameric complex, it is composed of six independent subunits, each serving a distinct role [@bb0280]. In *S. cerevisiae,* MCM ATPase activity depends upon coordinate interactions among all six subunits. Mcm4/6/7p is responsible for most of the ATP hydrolysis, while Mcm2/3/5p performs a regulatory role [@bb0280]. The distinct biological role of each member of the MCM complex in the human breast cell is still to be unraveled, and the ongoing research is trying to discover the diagnostic, prognostic, and predictive values of each member.

The role of MCM4 in breast cancer is interesting. The causative role of an MCM4 mutation in breast cancer development was revealed for the first time in 2007 [@bb0285]. A hypomorphic mutation in the Mcm4 gene in mice, Chaos3 (chromosome aberrations occurring spontaneously 3), was found to increase the risk of breast cancer and caused mammary adenocarcinomas in approximately 80% of homozygous females [@bb0285]. Furthermore, MCM4 appears to have a predictive value. Turnbull et al. [@bb0290] have reported that MCM4 was among a four-gene signature that proved to be efficient in predicting response to aromatase inhibitors in ER+ postmenopausal breast cancer patients [@bb0290].

In this study, we provide important supplementary information regarding comparisons between three scoring approaches. In the IHS, the intensity of staining is assessed visually and has a major influence on the score, whereas the percentage scoring method and Visiomorph Tissuemorph DP score assess the quantity of positively stained nuclei. Nevertheless, the three scoring methods showed good correlation when they were used for scoring of the protein expression of each of the four markers, and this good correlation existed when the patients were substratified according to the molecular subtype or the histological grade. This denotes that the three scoring methods are comparable, and since each method has its own strengths and weaknesses, each lab has to choose the most suitable method to be adopted. Our results are consistent with previous studies reporting the comparison of manual and automated methods for scoring the protein expression of different markers by IHC in different malignancies [@bb0295], [@bb0300], [@bb0305], although different scoring methods and software were used.

Our results have shown that there is an agreement between the protein expression of each two markers on using the same scoring approach and that this agreement is superior in both the percentage scoring method and Visiomorph Tissuemorph scoring method compared to the IHS. This might be due to the influence of the staining intensity which impacts IHS and not the two other scoring methods. This agreement is also superior among the three studied MCM proteins compared to agreement between Ki-67 and any of the studied MCMs. It is noticeable that *almost perfect* agreement exists between MCM4 and MCM6 using any of the three methods, followed by agreement between MCM2 and each of MCM4 or MCM6. This shows that the protein expression of the three studied MCM markers is highly correlated as they are members of the same complex, and this correlation is superior to correlation between Ki-67 and any of the studied MCMs.

IHC was considered as state of the art for clinical routine by the St. Gallen Conference 2011 and 2013 [@bb0310], [@bb0315]. The scoring of proliferation marker-stained scanned images was performed by human observers and by digital image analysis software to increase objectivity [@bb0320]. Interobserver variation is an important issue with IHC in the routine setting [@bb0200]. We did not evaluate interobserver variation in our study, although a general agreement regarding the score existed between the first and last author. TMA technology has been broadly used in research [@bb0200]. However, there are some unsettled issues such as the extraction of a per-sample score from values obtained from multiple cores (average or maximum) and the optimum number of cores to be evaluated [@bb0200]. Whole sections rather than TMA cores are needed to check on the robustness of MCMs especially in regions found to be heterogeneous using Ki-67. We have also not compared the cost of using each of the three scoring methods or the pathologist\'s fatigue and time consumption. Future studies comparing all aspects of using these scoring methods elaborately will give us a clearer vision as to the strengths and weaknesses of each method.

Conclusion and Perspectives {#s0110}
===========================

MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 labeling seems to outperform Ki67 as tools to assess cellular proliferation in breast cancer. The onset of sustained Ki67 expression occurs only in late G1 phase, while MCM can label all proliferative cells during the active phases of cell cycle. This theoretically makes MCM2, MCM4, and MCM6 much more sensitive markers of proliferation since they detect cells which are "licensed to proliferate" and capable of initiating DNA replication [@bb0125]. The role of MCM in DNA replication is now firmly established, whereas the mechanism of action of Ki-67 is poorly understood [@bb0325]. The cutoff values for the MCM proteins are more convenient to use than the canonical 14% cutoff value of Ki-67. Further experiments including larger number of patient samples with their full clinical and follow-up data, in addition to a validation cohort to validate the obtained cutoff values, are required before definitive conclusions can be reached as to whether these MCM proteins could be alternatives to Ki-67. Examination of a large--sample size cohort which includes normal breast tissues with their follow-up data is required to understand the significance of the two distinct patterns of MCM labeling observed in our study as well as in others. Moreover, examination of the association between MCM scoring and the size of nuclei, mitotic index, tubular formation, and TNM staging would be important.
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